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DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – offering spaces for relaxed 
encounters and private respite in cozy informal settings 
in multiple postures – encourages people to move 
around through the day in settings that both invite and 
calm, improving overall job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – creating visually appealing 
environments using unique design features that reflect 
company culture and personality leaving a lasting 
impression on visitors and employees.
Flexibility & Adaptability – allowing for easy 
reconfiguration and adjustment to empower individuals 
with choice in where and how they work, along with 
accommodating different activities, needs and growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – encouraging idea 
exchange and interactions by integrating tools for 
technology and communication like shared monitors 
and white boards.

Collaboration Lounge
The perfect setting for live design, shared ideation, and 
interactive communication, this relaxed and inviting 
atmosphere is a departure from the traditional 
conference room allowing folks to relax, feel at ease, 
and engage in creativity.  The acoustical baffles and 
high back modular lounge create a cozy nook where 
people feel comfortable.

CĀAV LOUNGE
Two Seat Armless | 34.25”d x 50”w x 30.5”h
Upholstery: HBF Crafted Cloud Hazlenut 1018-31

Corner Seat | 34.25”d x 34.25”w x 30.5”h
Upholstery: Kvadrat Canvas 0224

Two Seat with Arm Tablet | 34.25”d x 57.5”w x 30.5”h
Two Seat with Privacy Screen and Stand-Up Surface
48.75”d x 50”w x 44”h
Corner Seat with Privacy Screen and Stand-Up Surface
34.25”d x 34.25”w x 44”h
Upholstery: Kvadrat Canvas 0224
Screen: Kvadrat Twill Weave 230
Surface & Wood Leg: Cinder (White Oak)

POET TABLE
Console Table | 14”d x 52 7/8”w x 27”h
Veneer Top: Raven (White Oak)
Wood Base: Raven (White Oak)

POET TABLES
Poet Pull Up Table | 14”d x 18”w x 26.25”h
Veneer Top: Valley (Double Cut)
Metal Base: Soft Bronze

INDIE POUF
Round Pouf | 27”d x 12”h
Upholstery: Luum Scale Factor Basis 4088-01
Wood Base: Cargo Pants (Birch)

MACKEY STOOLS
Bar Stools with Upholstered Seat Pad
Upholstery: Kvadrat Sisu 0785
Leg: Cinder (White Oak)
Metal Trim: Silk Grey

Love what you do, and where you do it.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/caav?item_id=344
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/pillows?item_id=553
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/poet?item_id=760
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/mackey?item_id=505
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/indie?item_id=17
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/poet?item_id=760
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/251/09a-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/09a-Flex%20Field.cmfav
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Collective 
Stool

VISION CASEGOODS
Laminate: Valley 
Pull: Delve in Matte Black

Wardrobe Left | 20”d x 18”w x 84”h
Credenza | 20”d x 18”w x 84”h
Wall Panels | 54.5”h
Laminate: Bridal Blanco

COLLECTIVE STOOL
Mini Mobile Stool 
Upholstery: Luum Melange Check Cobblestone 4100-01
Wood Finish: Truffle

LOK MOBILE STAND
Adjustable Mobile Stand | 22”d x 24”w x 29-41”h

OXLEY
Double Seat Bench | 20.75”d x 78.5”w x 17”h
Upholstery: Camira Blazer St. Andrews CUZ86
Metal Finish: Soft Bronze

Love what you do, and where you do it.

DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – offering spaces for relaxed 
encounters and private respite in cozy informal settings 
in multiple postures – encourages people to move 
around through the day in settings that both invite and 
calm, improving overall job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – creating visually appealing 
environments using unique design features that reflect 
company culture and personality leaving a lasting 
impression on visitors and employees.
Flexibility & Adaptability – allowing for easy 
reconfiguration and adjustment to empower individuals 
with choice in where and how they work, along with 
accommodating different activities, needs and growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – encouraging idea 
exchange and interactions by integrating tools for 
technology and communication like shared monitors 
and white boards.

Collaboration Lounge
The perfect setting for live design, shared ideation, and 
interactive communication, this relaxed and inviting 
atmosphere is a departure from the traditional 
conference room allowing folks to relax, feel at ease, 
and engage in creativity.  The acoustical baffles and 
high back modular lounge create a cozy nook where 
people feel comfortable.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/collective-motion?item_id=216
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/vision?item_id=275
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/oxley?item_id=177
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/lok-training?item_id=76
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/252/09b-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/09b-Flex%20Field.cmfav
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TEEKAN LOUNGE
Swivel Club Chair | 27.5”d x 30.5”w x 31”h
Leather: Cortina British Tan (Quilted Back/Seat)
Three Seat Lounge | 27.5”d x 78”w x 31”h
Upholstery: HBF Laugh Lines Clay 1069-46

NATIVE TABLE
Coffee Table | 36”d x 48”w x 19”h
Veneer Top: Egret (Double Cut)
Metal Finish: Mahogany Brown

LOK TRAINING TABLES
Rectangular Tilt T base Table | 20”d x 48”w x 30”h
Laminate: Valley (TFL)
Hinged Modesty Panel: Valley (TFL)
48”w Econo Electrical: Black
Tilt T-base: Soft Nickel (black casters)

INDIE CONVERSATION CUBBY
Conversation Cubby | 18.25”d x 30”w x 36”h
Upholstery: HBF Crafted Cloud Grey Salt 1018-89
Laminate Surface: Bridal Blanco

KYLA
Barstool | 13”d x 14”w x 29.25”h
Upholstery: Luum Melange Check Cobblestone 4100-01
Wood Finish: Barrel
Metal Finish: Mahogany Brown

Love what you do, and where you do it.

DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – offering spaces for relaxed 
encounters and private respite in cozy informal settings 
in multiple postures – encourages people to move 
around through the day in settings that both invite and 
calm, improving overall job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – creating visually appealing 
environments using unique design features that reflect 
company culture and personality leaving a lasting 
impression on visitors and employees.
Flexibility & Adaptability – allowing for easy 
reconfiguration and adjustment to empower individuals 
with choice in where and how they work, along with 
accommodating different activities, needs and growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – encouraging idea 
exchange and interactions by integrating tools for 
technology and communication like shared monitors 
and white boards.

Lounge with a View
Escape to a tranquil oasis in the midst of Chicago's 
vibrant West Town. This lounge offers stunning views of 
diverse neighborhoods, providing a refreshing break 
from the hustle and bustle. Seek tranquility in the 
nearby conversation cubby, a compact retreat within 
the vibrant open plan, offering privacy for quiet phone 
calls amidst the bustling environment.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/teekan?item_id=751
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/pillows?item_id=553
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/native?item_id=86
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/indie?item_id=17
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/kyla?item_id=509
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/lok-training?item_id=68
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/253/10-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/10-Flex%20Field.cmfav
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CĀAV PRIVACY
Desk Pod w/ Privacy Wing | 76.5”d x 39”w x 52”h
Upholstery: Luum Melange Check Soda Fired 4100-03
Laminate Surface: Valley (PVC Edge)
Wood Base: Valley Coordinate (Maple Std)

Single Seat w/ Privacy Surround & Wing | 78.5”d x 
39.5”w x 52”h (with power in front)
Upholstery: HBF Crafted Cloud Grey Salt 1018-89
Surround/Wing: Luum Melange Check Soda Fired 
Laminate Surface: Valley 
Wood Base: Valley Coordinate (Maple Std)
Accessories: Markerboard, Sconce Light, Coat Hook

KNOX CHAIR
Straight Arm Chair with Casters | All Upholstered
Upholstery: Camira Blazer St. Andrews CUZ86
Metal Frame: Matte Black

Love what you do, and where you do it.

DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – relaxed encounters and private 
respite in inviting settings, enhancing job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – visually appealing 
environments reflecting company culture, leaving a 
lasting impression.
Flexibility & Adaptability – easy reconfiguration 
empowering choice, accommodating diverse needs and 
growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – fostering idea exchange 
with integrated technology and interactive tools.

A Table at the Heart of Collaboration
We placed this captivating table in the heart of the Flex 
Field to create an inviting spot to work alone, 
brainstorm together or pull up and chat. The table 
serves as an important focal point with its strategic 
placement that stimulates spontaneous discussions and 
energizes the flow of ideas, seamlessly bridging private 
offices with the open space.

Tranquil Focus Retreat
Escape the hustle and find tranquility in the Cāav Focus 
Pods within the vibrant shared workspace. Offering 
both lounge and formal seating postures, these pods 
provide a private oasis within the communal setting. 
With upholstered surrounds for separation, they offer a 
quiet haven for focused work, relaxation, or basic tasks.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/pillows?item_id=553
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/caav?item_id=732
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/knox?item_id=142
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/254/11a-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/11a-Flex%20Field.cmfav


flex field
TABLES CONCEPT
(in the works)
Round Side Table | 48”w x 108”d x 30”h
Veneer: Egret (Double Cut – low sheen)
Wood Legs: Egret (White Oak)
Power: EC26 Black USBA/USBC

ARWYN GUEST
Guest Chair | 28”d x 26”w x 32”h
Upholstery: Carnegie Dapple 6572-2

Love what you do, and where you do it.

DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – relaxed encounters and private 
respite in inviting settings, enhancing job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – visually appealing 
environments reflecting company culture, leaving a 
lasting impression.
Flexibility & Adaptability – easy reconfiguration 
empowering choice, accommodating diverse needs and 
growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – fostering idea exchange 
with integrated technology and interactive tools.

A Table at the Heart of Collaboration
We placed this captivating table in the heart of the Flex 
Field to create an inviting spot to work alone, 
brainstorm together or pull up and chat. The table 
serves as an important focal point with its strategic 
placement that stimulates spontaneous discussions and 
energizes the flow of ideas, seamlessly bridging private 
offices with the open space.

Tranquil Focus Retreat
Escape the hustle and find tranquility in the Cāav Focus 
Pods within the vibrant shared workspace. Offering 
both lounge and formal seating postures, these pods 
provide a private oasis within the communal setting. 
With upholstered surrounds for separation, they offer a 
quiet haven for focused work, relaxation, or basic tasks.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/arwyn?item_id=702
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/255/11b-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/11b-Flex%20Field.cmfav
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NATIVE CASEGOODS
Rectangular Peninsula Table with Panel Base
36”d x 72”w x 29 3/8”h
Veneer: Cinder (Double Cut)
Metal Finish: Raw Metal
Reverse Bevel Edge, Cut Outs for 72-84

NATIVE CASEGOODS
Power Storage Credenza | 24”d x 90”w x 26”h
Veneer: Egret (Double Cut)
Metal Finish: Raw Metal

COSGROVE SWIVEL
(in the works)
Mid-back Swivel 
Upholstery: Ultrafabrics Brisa Fresco Patina
Caster: Premium

CUSTOM PLANTER
Rectangular Planter Box | 16”d x 132”w x 36”
Adjustable Shelf (Laminate)
Adj Leveling Glides
Wood Finish: Mineral (Flat Cut White Oak)

Love what you do, and where you do it.

DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – offering spaces for relaxed 
encounters and private respite in cozy informal settings 
in multiple postures – encourages people to move 
around through the day in settings that both invite and 
calm, improving overall job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – creating visually appealing 
environments using unique design features that reflect 
company culture and personality leaving a lasting 
impression on visitors and employees.
Flexibility & Adaptability – allowing for easy 
reconfiguration and adjustment to empower individuals 
with choice in where and how they work, along with 
accommodating different activities, needs and growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – encouraging idea 
exchange and interactions by integrating tools for 
technology and communication like shared monitors 
and white boards.

Versatile Work Hub
An expansive and flexible open work environment 
offers diverse choices, including a dedicated space for 
focused work or a temporary touchdown for hybrid 
workers. This area satisfies the need for generous 
surface area or a traditional desk with guest seating 
that seamlessly merges productivity, professionalism, 
and the ever-evolving energy of the surrounding 
workspace.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/native?item_id=87
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/256/12-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/12-Flex%20Field.cmfav
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DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – offering spaces for relaxed 
encounters and private respite in cozy informal settings 
in multiple postures – encourages people to move 
around through the day in settings that both invite and 
calm, improving overall job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – creating visually appealing 
environments using unique design features that reflect 
company culture and personality leaving a lasting 
impression on visitors and employees.
Flexibility & Adaptability – allowing for easy 
reconfiguration and adjustment to empower individuals 
with choice in where and how they work, along with 
accommodating different activities, needs and growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – encouraging idea 
exchange and interactions by integrating tools for 
technology and communication like shared monitors 
and white boards.

Huddle Haven
A transitional lounge grouping, strategically placed 
before the work zone, invites relaxed encounters and 
serves as a gateway to the Flex Field. Soft seating and 
open configuration allow for easy movement while 
blending architectural lines and organic forms. Homey 
touches and flexible shelves add both warmth and 
functionality.

POET PEB LOUNGE
Two Seat Multi-Fabric | 33”d x 62”w x 32”h
Upholstery1: Kvadrat Waterborn 163
Upholstery2: Architex Stoneham Light Grey
Metal Leg Finish: Silk Grey

Two Seat | 33”d x 62”w x 32”h (Pocket R&L)
Upholstery: Kvadrat Waterborn 163
Metal Leg Finish: Silk Grey

Single Seat | 33”d x 35”w x 32”h
Upholstery: Architex Hit Parade Everly
Metal Leg Finish: Silk Grey

POET TABLE
Round Side Tables | 22”d x 20”h
Veneer Top: Valley (Double Cut)
Metal Base: Silk Grey

ARWYN TABLE
Round Coffee Tables | 42”d x 16”h
Solid Surface Top: Armadillo
Metal Base: Aged Bronze

NATIVE SHELVES
Open Shelving | 20”d x 42”w x 72”h
Veneer: Egret (Double Cut)
Metal Finish: Mahogany Brown

Love what you do, and where you do it.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/pillows?item_id=553
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/poet?item_id=756
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/native?item_id=79
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/arwyn?item_id=701
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/poet?item_id=760
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/257/13-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/13-Flex%20Field.cmfav
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DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – relaxed encounters and private 
respite in inviting settings, enhancing job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – visually appealing 
environments reflecting company culture, leaving a 
lasting impression.
Flexibility & Adaptability – easy reconfiguration 
empowering choice, accommodating diverse needs and 
growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – fostering idea exchange 
with integrated technology and interactive tools.

Set the Mood
In the realm where form and function intertwine, 
furniture blossoms into a captivating fusion of beauty 
and purpose. This enchanting in-between space 
harmonizes eye-catching allure with versatile 
functionality. Whether combined or separate, their pill-
shaped design and varied heights allow for creative 
color and texture blocking. With soft seating used in 
this unexpected space, it infuses a lighthearted culture 
into the space, marrying playfulness with refined style.

CĀAV TABLE
Lounge Work Table | 27.5”d x 50”w x 26.5”h
Laminate: Valley
Metal Finish: Soft Bronze

INDIE BENCHES
Oval Bench | 18”d x 55”w x 19”h
Upholstery1: Kvadrat Steelcut Trio 806
Upholstery2: Gabriel Harmony 01101
Wood Base: Valley Coordinate (Birch)

Oval Bench | 18”d x 60”w x 19”h
Upholstery: Gabriel Harmony 01101
Wood Base: Valley Coordinate (Birch)

Oval Bench | 18”d x 60”w x 31”h
Upholstery: Flurry Verve 466
Wood Base: Valley Coordinate (Birch)

INDIE POUFS
Round Pouf | 18”d x 16.5”h
Upholstery: Roman Nebulous 466565-003
Wood Base: Valley Coordinate (Birch)

Square Pouf | 27”d x 27”w x 16.5”h
Upholstery: Luum Melange Check Alkaline 4100-07
Wood Base: Valley Coordinate (Birch)

POET TABLE
Poet Pull Up Table | 14”d x 18”w x 26.25”h
Veneer Top: Valley (Double Cut)
Metal Base: Mahogany Brown

Love what you do, and where you do it.
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/pillows?item_id=553
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/indie?item_id=17
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/caav?item_id=347
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/indie?item_id=17
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/poet?item_id=760
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/258/14-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/14-Flex%20Field.cmfav
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MOTO LOUNGE
Narrow Inline Club Chair | 30”d x 26”w x 31,5”h
Chair Upholstery: Kvadrat Reflect 0994
Seat Upholstery: Kvadrat Sisu 0885
Left Arm with Clean Out & Casters

Inline Club Chair | 30”d x 30”w x 31,5”h
Chair Upholstery: Kvadrat Reflect 0994
Seat Upholstery: Kvadrat Sisu 0885
Right Arm & Casters

MOTO TABLE
Moto Conical Base Table | 54”d x 26”h
Veneer Top: Umber (Walnut)
Base: French Roast

Love what you do, and where you do it.

DESIGN INTENT
Endless Possibilities
Welcome to a world of endless possibilities, where 
ancillary spaces take center stage in creating effective 
workplace solutions. These spaces, situated beyond 
heads down focus areas, play a pivotal role in today's 
workplace as companies strive to bring people back to 
work with a focus on choice, flexibility, and well-being.

Well-being & Comfort – offering spaces for relaxed 
encounters and private respite in cozy informal settings 
in multiple postures – encourages people to move 
around through the day in settings that both invite and 
calm, improving overall job satisfaction.
Aesthetics & Branding – creating visually appealing 
environments using unique design features that reflect 
company culture and personality leaving a lasting 
impression on visitors and employees.
Flexibility & Adaptability – allowing for easy 
reconfiguration and adjustment to empower individuals 
with choice in where and how they work, along with 
accommodating different activities, needs and growth.
Collaboration & Interaction – encouraging idea 
exchange and interactions by integrating tools for 
technology and communication like shared monitors 
and white boards.

Pit Stop Oasis
Nestled between Flex Field &Connection Cove, a playful 
oasis invites spontaneous chats and sparks pre-meeting 
ideas. Generously inviting yet commitment-free, this 
space combines mobility, versatility, and comfort. 
Moto's youthful curves, plush foam, and movable 
design make it a fan favorite for campus huddle rooms, 
vibrant common areas, and energetic workplace war 
rooms.

Moto
Lounge
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https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/pillows?item_id=553
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/moto?item_id=53
https://www.jsifurniture.com/series/products/moto?item_id=57
https://www.jsifurniture.com/documents/259/15-Flex_Field.sif
https://jasperwebsites.blob.core.windows.net/resourcelibrary/Design%20Days%20CMFAV%20%3A%20SIF%20Files/CMFAV%20files%20%2B%20sifs/15-Flex%20Field.cmfav

